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LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR
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Cheerful Greetings from Shambhala Mountain,

This past year was an experience in continuous learning, which has been both 
exciting and clarifying. As Shambhala Mountain Center’s Director, I have been 
fortunate enough to speak with many of our guests and presenters, and re-
gardless of their spiritual beliefs, one thing kept coming up: this unique and 
precious place offers an opportunity to reconnect and kindle their own wis-
dom so they can return to their families and communities healthy and inspired.

Our participants are not the only ones learning. Our new management struc-
ture has helped to clarify the roles of supervisors so that our operations are 
our operations are run more effectively and efficiently. In addition, we have 
honed our project management skills and added several talented and experi-
enced managers to our staff ranks. With the help and generosity of the Shamb-
hala Trust we had an opportunity to test everyone's skills during the renova-
tion of the dishroom and cooking facilities.

All of these projects have been supported by our growing number of dues paying members, which has tripled 
since 2012 to provide a more predictable cash flow month-to-month. Our community of volunteers has been 
instrumental in keeping our tents up, our programs staffed, and the land healthy. 

None of this would be possible without you. Our community of support has played an essential role in our staff 
morale, our daily functions, and in developing our capacity to apply our ambitious plans for developing and sta-
bilizing SMC.

We hope you enjoy this brief review of the challenges and successes of 2013 at Shambhala Mountain Center. It 
offers you a personal account, told from many points of view, of this past Year of the Water Snake as well as 
some pictures to spark your memory.

Whether you are a monthly donor or made a one-time donation on the wave of inspiration from your retreat 
here, your generosity has helped our retreat center brim with wakefulness. Until we see you again here on the 
mountain, we wish you joyful and adventurous Year of the Wood Horse.

Warmly,

Michael Gayner

Executive Director

P.S. In 2014, we will be embarking on a combined marketing and development communications initiative to  
address questions from our sangha and larger community.



Shambhala teachings, indigenous wisdom tradi-
tions, body awareness practices, contemplative 
arts, mindful living, and other paths of personal 
transformation make for a remarkable program 
schedule.

In 2013, we offered many rich opportunities to ex-
perience the land of Shambhala Mountain Center, 
to touch into the sacredness of the world and the 
riches within. Here are just a few of the highlights 
from 2013.

Pictured: Lila Yoga Workshop
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PROGRAMS



New and Developing

In 2013, we saw the further development of our Retreat & Re-
newal weekends. Structured with meditation and yoga instruction, 
these have proven very successful and bring in far more people 
than our retreat and renewal style options from the past. These 
open retreats are held every first weekend of the month.

The spring of 2013 gave host to Buddhist teachers like Lama Tsul-
trim Allione and Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche.

Off the land, Janet Solyntjes, Andrew Holecek, and Kevin Grif-
fin have offered more successful workshops in Denver and Boul-
der as part of our SMC in the City programming. These programs 
give city residents a taste of the programs they can enjoy at SMC.

This past year was also a time for partnering. SMC partnered with 
the Center for Mindfulness for a week-long Mindfulness-Based 
Stress Reduction Retreat in November. In addition, yoga celeb-
rity Cyndi Lee led a very successful yoga retreat. Peruvian sha-
manism and music teachers, Oscar Miro-Quesada and Byron 
Metcalf, also hosted very successful weekend retreat. 3

FROM OUR 
PARTICIPANTS

“I integrate mindfulness in 
my psychiatric practice 

every day. The value of for-
mal practice was fully under-

scored and supported. I 
have and will continue to re-
fer selected patients as well 
as MBSR participants to this 

program. Because of the 
structure of the retreat, the 
quality of the teaching, the 
safety of the container and 

the completely non-
sectarian presentation, I feel 
confident in recommending 

this program.” 

Clockwise: Sakyong Mipham Rinpoche, Lama Tsultrim Allione, Tenzin 
Wangyal Rinpoche



By Travis Newbill

If we’d like to see a shift towards greater friendliness and empathy–in our personal 
lives or on a global scale–we may start by cultivating our willingness and ability to 
converse with one another. For most of us, this is no small feat.

Dialog can be a tricky dance, even in familiar conditions. And, of course, the myriad 
difficulties of interpersonal communication are compounded tremendously in cases 
involving people from different cultures 
attempting to navigate intercultural ambi-
guity, diverse assumptions, and in some 
cases, deeply rooted animosity. In these 

scenarios, divisions can appear vast and the task of meeting in the middle daunt-
ing.

What is needed is a bridge.

Recently, Shambhala Mountain Center had the great honor of hosting the summer 
portion of Building Bridges’ 2013 MEUS (Middle East, U.S.) Program. This incredi-
ble, two week program–now in its twentieth year–provides brave, young women 
from Israel, Palestine, and the U.S. a safe space in which to explore their relation-
ships to one another, to begin to work through obstacles hindering empathetic 
communication, and to develop broader perspectives and the leadership skills 
needed to effect beneficial changes in the world.

 According to a blog post from Jen 
Sarché, the Deputy Executive Direc-
tor of Building Bridges, the group’s 
experience at this summer’s pro-
gram at SMC was both challenging 
and positive:

“We slowed down the conversation. 
We learned to listen before we 
spoke. We got frustrated by the 
shower schedule. We struggled with 
the issues of power and privilege 
that played out in everything we 
did…We explored what we each 
have to offer in a program like this. 
We wondered how the work we were 
doing matters, and how we’ll bring 
home what we learn. We built a safe 
space in which we were free to shift 
– ourselves, our thoughts, our 
ideas.”

“We slowed down the 
conversation. We learned 
to listen before we 
spoke...We explored 
what we each have to 
offer.” Jen Sarché, 
Deputy Executive Director 
of Building Bridges 
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PROGRAM HIGHLIGHT:
BUILDING BRIDGES



FACTS AND FIGURES

421$

4314$

403$

SMC$Program$Par+cipants$

Shambhala$Retreats$

Yoga,$Art,$or/and$
Mindfulness$Programs$

Shambhala$Path$
Weekends$

Programs Snap Shot

Courageous Women: Retreat for Women Touched by Cancer - 47 Participants
Acharya Emeritus Judith Lief, Victoria Maizes and Linda Sparrowe August 20–25, 2013 
Tuition $375 + 5 nights
A team of experts share their wisdom in integrative medicine, Tibetan Buddhist healing, 
meditation, yoga, art, ritual and community building providing a multi-dimensional road-
map for a transformative journey.

Awakening the Luminous Mind - 61 Participants
Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche May 31–June 2, 2013 Tuition $195 + 2 nights
Dzogchen Buddhist teachings led by a respected teacher

Refuge and Bodhisattva Vow - 70 Participants
Acharya Ally Lyon October 5–6, 2013 Tuition $108 + 1 night
Traditional Buddhist vows offered in the Shambhala tradition



In this section, we offer a summary of SMC’s larg-
est projects, operational structure, and finances. 

The SMC Gift Store, pictured here, recently up-
graded its online store front, allowing people from 
all over the world to buy practice materials and 
other items directly from our store.
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OPERATIONS



INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

In 2013, we migrated to a new phone server using a T1 PRI which re-
moved the dependence on the DSL internet for the phones.  We also 
migrated all staff email communications to a new mail system using 
Google apps.

GARDEN

The land crew worked hard in the garden this year to control invasive 
weeds, enrich the soil with cover cropping, and control flooding caused 
by beaver dams upstream. Emphasis was directed towards preparing 
the space for planting a full crop of cool season vegetables and herbs 
during the growing season in 2014.

UPCOMING PROJECTS

In 2014, the Information Technology department will redesign the IT net-
work to create a more stable environment for consistent phone and 
internet connection.  Depending on funds, this will involve running fiber 
optic cables to the major buildings and installing public WiFi in both 
lodges.

If additional funds can be raised, IT department will purchase network 
gear that would allow for a separated the business and public network, 
upgrade server 
hardware and 
rebuild domain, 
purchase a 
NAS (network 
area storage) 
device for infor-
mation storage, 
and implement 
a monitoring 
system.

FROM OUR 
PARTICIPANTS 

It's a beautiful 
environment and very 
conducive to growth. 

The staff are kind, 
friendly, 

understanding and 
helpful and the food 

was delicious!

~
I felt incredibly 

supported not only by 
our teachers, but by 

the center itself – how 
hard the staff works to 
hold the container so 
that this week could 

happen.

~
I feel so much 

gratitude to everyone 
involved with the 

Shambhala Center - 
for the work they do 
and the experiences 

they provide for 
others.
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SNAPSHOTS OF PROGRESS



After years of harsh mountain conditions and continuous use, 
SMC’s kitchen needed essential repairs. In order to pass our 
Colorado State Health Inspection and continue to serve food to 
our retreatants, the kitchen roof was refinished, the ventilation sys-
tem was upgraded, the moldy insulation replaced, and the dish 
room was retiled. This report describes the repair project under-
taken to bring the kitchen up to code.

The kitchen, dishroom, and dining facilities are used continuously 
every day to provide food for all of our guests and staff. Thanks 
to the generosity of several donors including the Shambhala 
Trust and Sutherlands Lumber and Home Improvement, SMC 
was able to complete this essential project and change our 
dreary and dingy dishroom and kitchen with much needed up-
grades and repairs.

PROJECT 
PLANNING AND 
EXECUTION:
KITCHEN REHAB
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DISHROOM PROJECT

Water had seeped under the tiling, making it buckle. To avoid accidents and accumulation of 
mold, the floor was ripped up where possible.

KITCHEN PROJECT 

Before

Before

After

After

It took over two days to remove the old drywall and the 
insulation that was moldy as a result of the leaky roof. 
In addition, the roof, vents, and skylights in the kitchen 
were replaced and mended.



Financially, 2013 brought challenges as well as reasons to cele-
brate. We had a marked increase in room rentals and program 
participants, paid down our debt and managed to reach our fund-
raising goals, making it through the year with money in the bank.

This year was also marked by a continued collaboration with our 
bank on how best to manage our debt. Currently, SMC owes 
$4,675,929. In 2012 and 2013, after the High Park Fire, our bank 
offered SMC a deferral on our bond principle payments, reduc-
ing our overall debt payments in 2013 from $560,000 to 
$306,000, and we continue to pay down our debt. 

In particular, the financial and business planning that began in 
2013 is being further developed and will be implemented in 
2014. In 2014, we will be sharing with our community our three-
year business plan, which will establish our path to a revenue 
neutral position. 

FINANCIAL 
SUMMARY 
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The chart above shows SMC 
sources and distribution. 
Donations make up
approximately 25% of SMC
net revenue each year.

2013 figures are un-audited.
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In many ways, 2013 was a year of exploration for SMC. With the active support of the Governing 
Council, SMC has engaged in a holistic analysis of our business model, community and culture. 
This resulted in several exciting initiatives:

-  Evaluating Programs - In 2013, 
our program developers took a 
hard look at how we evaluate and 
choose program categories and 
individual programs. For exam-
ple, we are developing longer, 
larger programs rather than 
smaller weekend programs, and 
program streams where our mar-
keting efforts build momentum.  

-  Honing Our Projections - 
Thanks to the hard work of our 
finance department, we are inte-
grating cash flow and our pro-
jected revenues into everyday de-
cisions. All of our Senior Manag-
ers are provided with monthly 
cash flow and projection up-
dates. 

- Staff Training and Service Culture - SMC restructured our management and began a 
needs assessment for integrated professional and community training. 

All of these innovations are supporting a more effective, joyful and therefore cost efficient organiza-
tion. 

Working with money is always part of the psy-
chology or the philosophy of a situation. So we 
need basic criteria for working with money. 
Working with money requires discipline to know 
how much money you need for a week, how 
much money is required to live for a day or a 
month. Living in any society requires this proc-
ess of discipline. We have to work along with 
the pattern of society. In that context, it seems 
that a relationship with money is necessary. We 
have to actually face the whole problem of 
money as it is.

Chogyam Trungpa, Work, Sex, Money: Real life 
on the Path of Mindfulness

http://www.greatspiritualbooks.com/2011/work-sex-money-mindfulness-chogyam/
http://www.greatspiritualbooks.com/2011/work-sex-money-mindfulness-chogyam/
http://www.greatspiritualbooks.com/2011/work-sex-money-mindfulness-chogyam/
http://www.greatspiritualbooks.com/2011/work-sex-money-mindfulness-chogyam/
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Financial Plans to Look for in 2014:

- Three-Year Business Plan – Members of SMC’s governing coun-
cil and SMC Senior Managers are currently developing a busi-
ness plan which will bring our center to a revenue neutral (in-
come equal to expenses) position within three years.

- Evaluating and Streamlining Our Operations – Our Executive Man-
agement Team is looking closely at each department and creat-
ing detailed budgets to reduce operational overspending and 
increase our efficiency when using resources.

- Managing Our Debt - Working with our bank and investors, SMC is 
focusing on creative ways to work to reduce our debt.

If you are interested in receiving more detailed financial informa-
tion, please contact development@shambhalamountain.org.

Operating Revenues
Net Program Revenue $1,443,644.00
Net Rental Revenue $345,434.71

Gift Store Net Cash Flow & Other 
Income $122,928.20

Total Net Operating Revenue $1,912,006.91

SMC 2013 Cash Flows

Operating  Expenses

Personnel (wages, benefits, food, 
housing) $1,214,790.00

Marketing $147,834.57

Operations $2,280,706.57

Total Operating Expense $2,280,706.57

Non-Operational Cashflows

Capital Assets, Capital Projects, Insurance 
Claims, Miscellaneous $81,053.00

Debt Service -$265,356.67

Borrowing

Recurring Donations $113,330.80

General Fund Raising $374,563.48

Net Non-Ops Gain (Loss) $303,590.61

Net Operating Gain (Loss) -$368,699.66

Outstanding Debt at Year End $4,675,929.00

Percent of operating expenses covered by net operating revenue 84%

The report below shows a summary 
of annual cash flows and does not 

purport to present a complete 
Statement of Operations for the 
periods presented, prepared in 

accordance with GAAP.  This Report 
is unaudited.  Shambhala Mountain 

also prepares standard, audited 
accounting reports, which are 

available on request. Cash flow 
numbers for the 2013 period are 
historical and may be subject to 
further adjustments which, in the 

opinion of management, will not be 
material, in the aggregate.



There is always plenty of work to do at Shambhala Mountain Center. At 
times, the sheer number of tasks feels overwhelming, yet with the support 
of our community, both on and off the land, things always manage to work 
out. When our Executive Directors Team began working with Susan Skjei, 
a long time non-profit consultant and Authentic Leadership teacher, they 
began to realize that though we had the energy to get things done, we 
needed the structure and experience to organize and execute our plans.

Facilitating the new reporting structure is a new governing body, the Ex-
ecutive Council (see below). This council focuses on operations and keep-
ing our land, buildings, and programs running smoothly. The team con-
sists of veterans who know SMC’s operational ropes as well as members 
with significant professional experience. While managing our day-to-day 
operations, they are also developing new structures and processes for 
working smarter, developing training and implementation of skills and sys-
tems such as: project management, reporting mechanisms, and other 
management and frontline skills.

As we learn into the future, it is both exciting and daunting to realize that 
there is no gold-standard template for mindful and compassionate busi-
ness management. The work we are doing as an organization at SMC will 
certainly help us as a business and, in time, we aspire to become a model 
of mindful management. As we move towards becoming a more sustain-
able, efficient and compassionate organization, it’s helpful to remember 
our highest goal: to benefit society. It is proving to be an exciting, bumpy, 
and beautiful ride. Thanks for joining us!

SMC’S 
MANAGEMENT 
STRUCTURE
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Alison Campbell  
COO (Executive Council Chair)

What skill/experience do you bring to SMC?

Before coming to Shambhala, I ran my own business, managed teams of employees, and trained 
horses and dogs for over 20 years and graduated from Naropa, where I studied Religious Studies 
and Tibetan Language. Years of coordinating Winter Dathun helped me to take my seat at Shamb-
hala Mountain Center. Working with Rottweilers didn’t hurt either.

What inspires you about working at SMC?

The very thing that inspires me about working for SMC makes it difficult: the accelerated karmic 
“pressure cooker” intensity of working and living on sacred land. The bravery and true warriorship 
that I have the privilege to witness every day, in both participants and staff, as they work with their 
minds and each other is endlessly fascinating and awe-inspiring.

 

Steve Seely  
Guest Services Director

What skill/experience do you bring to SMC?

I bring a wide range of experience of working in both the for-profit and non-profit worlds, as well as 
nearly 40 years as a practitioner and teacher in the Shambhala, Kagyu and Nyingma traditions.

What inspires you about working at SMC?

The ability to be on this precious and blessed land just about every day, working with people who 
are on the path, and building this noble experiment in how to create an enlightened culture and work-
place in this microcosm is pretty fascinating.

 

Margo Dolan 
Infrastructure Director

What skill/experience do you bring to SMC?

I joined the SMC team in September 2013 after sitting Dathun. I am a seasoned human resource ex-
ecutive and change agent with interest in organization design and development, colleague rela-
tions, LEAN/ six sigma methods, process improvement, and project management.

What inspires you about working at SMC?

The greatest inspiration for me is the vastness of “all that is” at SMC–from the energy of the land, the 
great experiences that our participants and presenters have during their programs, to the work that 
needs to be done to sustain the mountain center. SMC offers a great deal to work with which helps 
me deepen my practice while applying my conventional world skill and ability to help with sustain-
ability.

MEET THE EXECUTIVE TEAM



The SMC Marketing department has had a busy 
year as they work to strengthen the Center’s online 
presence; expand awareness through greater 
press coverage; establish new and more effective 
models for promoting programs; and, ultimately, 
lay a stronger foundation for establishing the Cen-
ter as both a preeminent retreat destination and an 
online resource for wisdom teachings on personal 
and societal transformation.
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OUTREACH & 
MARKETING



Press Coverage – In 2013, SMC was featured 
as a top-ranking retreat destination  by a wide va-
riety of renowned national publications including 
the Huffington Post, Marie Claire, Men’s Journal, 
Disney’s babble.com, and The Denver Post. Mar-
keting began publicity initiatives to reach out to 
influential publications and bloggers with press 
releases promoting both the land and programs. 

Social Media – Online presence was strength-
ened through informative, consistent and crea-
tive participation in Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, 
Google+, and Shambhala Network. Through on-
going use of these social media platforms, SMC 
is able to not only attract new communities but 
also provide ongoing updates for those who 
have a heart connection with this special land. A 
rich and vibrant blog was also established to 
share and promote the wisdom of visiting teach-
ers and give engaging glimpses into daily life at 
SMC. Articles from this blog have been shared 
throughout a wide variety of sangha networks, 
including blogs for local city centers and 
Shambhala Times.

Program Promotion - Focused campaigns 
were developed for each program. By working 
closely with presenters and encouraging co-
promotion, stronger relationships were estab-
lished and effective content was created.  One 
example is the campaign for the 2013 Summer 
Dathun which featured a designated landing 
page, interviews with the teacher, a widely-
entered raffle contest, and a popular “before 
and after” photo series.

Marketing Research & Analytics – The market-
ing department began employing the use of 

analytics to better inform promotional strategies. 
Through analysis of web traffic leading to pur-
chases from email marketing, search engines 
and social networks, allowing SMC to increase 
marketing ROI through informed and proven ef-
forts.

Online Conference – Marketing has begun lay-
ing the groundwork for an exciting live online con-
ference series in 2014 and 2015 that will promote 
dialogues between a rich variety of thought lead-
ers, wisdom holders and change makers to dis-
cuss some of today's most interesting and press-
ing questions. This initiative is part of Marketing’s 
great vision to create partnerships, network with 
groups of affinity, and further establish Shamb-
hala Mountain Center as a valuable resource for 
teachings on personal and societal transforma-
tion.

NOTABLE HIGHLIGHTS
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Thanks to the generosity and dedication of many 
of our community, SMC was able to reach our 
most recent fundraising goal of $125,000 as well 
as fix our roads, renovate our kitchen, and spiff up 
our dishroom. The following is an summary of our 
fundraising efforts for the past year, thank you to 
those who have offered, and a sneak peek at what 
is coming in 2014.

Pictured: The pedestal in front of the Stupa where 
visitors from all over the world leave offerings. 
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DEVELOPMENT	



In 2013, the Banner of Bodhi tripled in size, 
growing from 106 monthly donors in 2012 to 331 
in 2013. That means the number of people who 
committed to give monthly has reached historic 
levels. Thanks to all our monthly donors, SMC 
now has the added security of knowing we have 
over $10,500 a month coming in on a regular ba-
sis. 

In 2013, the Director’s Circle was formed. This 
is a group of donors who are inspired to give 
$108 as an expression of their interest in being 
more closely involved and supportive of SMC.

Special recognition is due to those of you who 
have continued to put money into the building 
fund of the waste water treatment system. The 
plant continues to process the water, and we are 
exploring exciting funding opportunities to assist 
in the completion of the collections system that 
will end the project including several sizable 
grants. 

What’s Next?

Another year, another way to support SMC. We’ll 
soon be offering you a chance to support the 
land. The next issue of the Shambhala Mountain 
Chronicle will be in your inboxes by the end of 
March. And keep an eye out for more Videos and 
Q&As with the Executive Director, Michael Gay-
ner. 
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DONOR SPOTLIGHT:

We wish to thank Dr. Reggie Ray and Lee Ray for 
their gracious generosity.  In a profound expres-
sion of support, they recently donated the final 
payment of $149,000 owed on the beautiful prop-
erty Druk-Dzong. Ray was, for many years, the 
principal resident teacher at SMC.  This gesture 
of support is deeply appreciated, and extremely 
helpful.  With a deep bow of appreciation, and on 
behalf of the entire community of Shambhala 
Mountain Center -- Thank you!


